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We Are … MARSHALL
Shared Governance Definition
Shared governance is a systematized structure of transparent decision-making that reflects
shared interests and shared responsibility of all constituency groups. Constituency groups
– which include, but are not limited to, faculty, students, staff, the Board of Governors, and
Administration – have assured, protected opportunities to influence decisions regarding
the operation and direction of Marshall University and established organizational means by
which they carry these out. The role of constituency groups is not merely advisory, instead,
decision-making is actively shared among all groups. Constituency groups thus contribute
more than mere consultation before implementation of a decision.
Shared governance relies on an atmosphere of mutual understanding, respect and trust
that can foster honest communication and consideration in decision-making. Shared
governance promotes transparency, accountability, inclusivity, collaboration, collegiality, and
interdependence among constituency groups.
Source: Marshall University Shared Governance Ad Hoc Committee
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Theme 1: Recruitment/ Enrollment
Responses focused on improving enrollment rates and recruitment strategies.

Key Points
• Urgent need to reverse a multi-year
trend of declining enrollment
• Need to expand pool of prospects
both geographically and to nontraditional populations

• Investigate new methods of
recruiting, marketing and outreach
• Strengthen retention of current
students
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100%
Raised by 100% of stakeholder groups, recruitment/ enrollment was the most
frequently mentioned topic overall, the most referenced opportunity and
the third most referenced risk area. Comments relating to recruitment/
enrollment were also the fourth most referenced “Things Brad should know.”

“All Marshall employees must view their roles as
'chief recruitment & retention officers.' We are in the
profession of student success.”

Theme 2: Student Experience
Ideas shared relating to improving the academic and collegiate life experiences of current students.

Key Points
• Need for additional resources and
support (tutoring, counseling, mental
health) and improvements to
advisor programs
• Desire for more experiential/career
readiness training and programs
• Need for better inclusion and
engagement of diverse, nontraditional and commuter students
• Recommended campus
improvements to enhance
experience
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79%
Raised by 79% of stakeholder groups, student experience was the second
most referenced topic overall, the second most referenced opportunity and the
second most referenced risk area. Comments relating to student experience
were also the most referenced “Things Brad should know.”

“Our student experience is broken. We pass

students off to the next group instead of 'owning the
outcome.'"

Theme 3: Staff/Faculty Needs
Comments relating to hiring needs, staff/faculty job satisfaction and needed resources and
tools.

Key Points
• Fill staffing gaps and create
manageable workload
• Compensation and pay equity
concerns

82%
Raised by 82% of stakeholder groups, staff/faculty needs was the third most
referenced topic overall, the sixth most referenced opportunity and the top
referenced risk area. Comments relating to staff/faculty were also the second
most referenced “Things Brad should know.”

• More professional development
opportunities
• Balance between research
emphasis and teaching
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“Our pay and rewards have not kept pace with the
market, making it difficult to recruit in a hot labor
market and driving attrition.”

Theme 4: Diversity/Equity
Comments relating to the need to increase diversity at Marshall and ensure equal experience.

Key Points
• Increase diversity in
enrollment and employment
• Strategically address equity
and inclusion issues for both
students and staff/faculty
• Improvement of Title IX
process
• Clearer commitment to
diversity
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75%
Raised by 75% of stakeholder groups, diversity/equity was the fourth most
referenced topic overall, the seventh most referenced opportunity and the fifth
most referenced risk area. Comments relating to diversity/equity were also the
fifth most referenced “Things Brad should know.”

“Our recruiters don’t tell diverse populations all we
offer for non-majority students. We need to sell that
to prospective students."

Theme 5: Marketing

Comments and ideas relating to improving awareness of Marshall through marketing and advertising
activities and building a strong narrative/value proposition.

Key Points
• Better define how Marshall is
distinct from other groups
• Articulate strategic mission
and vision
• Strengthen and increase
marketing efforts to enhance
perception and bolster
recruiting
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89%
Raised by 89% of stakeholder groups, marketing was the fifth most referenced
topic overall, the third most referenced opportunity and the sixth most
referenced risk area.

“Our alumni and students are a powerful part of our story. How
do we amplify our brand and positioning using best practices?”

Strategic Priorities – The “BIG FIVE”
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No Regret Decisions
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